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CHAIRMAN’s NOTES

In two months there will be European elections. The EU is facing
its most difficult hour. Almost everywhere euroskepticals are
yelling against Bruxelles, using the EU flag as an excuse for every

single national failure. A negative attitude towards EU Institutions is
also evident on national media. The usual complexity in telling the
best of Europe through newspapers and televisions finally resolved
by choosing to give voice to those who want to destroy, or seriously
hamper, the European project. 

The media perspective on EU citizenry and the EU project tout-
court, seems completely artificial from my vantage point.
From 2009 to 2013 as Chairwoman of the Committee on Pe-

titions I witnessed the growing distress in the relationship between
the people of Europe and their Institutions. Not everything was bleak,
to be perfectly clear, I also witnessed a definite surge, among the cit-
izens and the public opinion, in awareness of the EU powers and
sphere of action: A trend confirmed by the Eurobarometer published
last spring. According to it: 89% of Europeans know about the petition
process and use it to make their voices heard by EU institutions and
national governments. In the last 5 years PETI saw the number of pe-
titions presented by Europeans steadily growing and, most of all, the
number of petitions deemed acceptable no less. It is for us to realize
that this means that more and more, citizens know well our procedures
and the ways to go about them. Whereas in 2009 out of a total 1924
petitions received, only 1108 were declared admissible, in 2012 that
ratio is of 1986 received to 1406 admissible. I know how we got there-
but I won’t get in detail right now. It's clear though that we are doing
something good, and possibly better than it was before.

During these 5 years we have fought on the side of Europeans to defend their rights. Amongst the most important results we have achieved
I would like to single out: the rejection of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA)  by the European Parliament and the adoption
of the Marrakech Treaty on the free access to books for blind and visually impaired

people. In both cases the Committee on Petitions struggled to have people’s voice heard but
it eventually succeeded through constant work, coherence, focus and a series of important
meetings at EU and national level. These last 5 years have been quite tough for a large ma-
jority of Europeans hit by the economic crisis and the Committee on Petitions, in order to
redidicate the purpose of its mission hosted a huge number of petitions concerned with the
citizens' fear about the end of the welfare system in Europe, as the last generations have known
it. Despite the image of a wicked Europe, thanks to this event, it has been clear that a big number of Europeans think that the only ally on their side
in this though moment is Europe itself and of this we can rejoice, if we deliver though. 

As a consequence of the changes made by the Lisbon Treaty in the EU rights, we are honoured to host the first public hearing about the Eu-
ropean Citizens’ Initiative (ECI) on “free access to  water”. These last 5 years showed a deeper commitment of PETI and its Members
toward EU citizenry's needs. The forthcoming elections are a big challenge for Europe and for the European Parliament more specifically.

It is going to be vital to keep our promises and commitments to sustain the positive relationship and trust that we have so hard worked upon to
build with our citizens.

Erminia Mazzoni

“ During these 5 years we
have fought on the side of Euro-

peans to defend their rights”
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About the Committee’s Activities

The Committee on Petitions is an investigative committee, not
a legislative committee; it tries to ensure non-judicial reme-
dies are possible for citizens when their claims are substanti-

ated. It can organise fact-finding visits and report to plenary thus
playing a vital role in reconnecting with European citizens and in re-
inforcing the democratic legitimacy and accountability of the 
EU decision-making process. The right to petition, contained in the
Treaty on European Union, is a fundamental right inextricably linked
to its citizenship. It is an important and often effective way for peo-
ple to be directly involved in the Parliament's activity and to have
their concerns, proposals or complaints specifically addressed by the
Committee members (M.E.P.s). 

The Committee often responds to petitions from 
EU citizens by working to resolve possible infringements of citizens'

rights under the Treaty and by cooperating with national, regional
and local authorities on issues related to the application of European
laws on such subjects as the environment, social affairs, human
rights, freedom of movement and so on. The Petition Committee be-
sides being in charge of the Petitions has also responsabilities for or-
ganizing the election of the European Ombudsman and for
reviewing and debating his Annual Report and Special Reports. The
European Ombudsman, currently Ms. Emily O’Reilly, is based in
Strasbourg and is responsible for dealing with complaints about
maladministration in EU institutions and bodies.

This newsletter, and its sister web-site, is where you will find up-
dated contacts and current information about the work and activities
of the Committee.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/activities/committees/homeCom.do?language=EN&body=PETI
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu
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Next Committee’s Meeting
The Committee on Petitions’ next meetings will take place on:

Monday 10 February 2014, 15h00 - 18h30
Tuesday 11 February 2014, 09h00 - 12h30

The meeting will be held in room P4B001 (4th Floor) of the “Paul-Henri Spaak” (PHS) building.

Highlights from the November Meeting

The November
meeting of
the Commit-

tee on Petitions was
something else, as it
is often the case. Not
only the issues tack-
led deserved all the
attention and undi-
luted devotion that
they received but
this meeting also
marked, officially,
the reinvigorating

collaboration with the newest addition in the “Petitions Commit-
tee” galaxy: the “joint Oireachtas [ed. the Irish Parliament] Com-
mittee on Public Service Oversight and Petitions”. The visit was
particularly important in the sense that it showed the growing in-
terest, and importance, attached by governments around the world
to provide forms of more active participation to the democratic
processes to their mostly disinterested, if not downright diesnfran-
chised, citizens. The meeting started with the “de rigueur” com-
munications, and introduction to the meeting day, by the President
-- Ms. Erminia Mazzoni MEP -- before moving right along to the

voting ses-
sion where
the “Opinion
on the 29th
Annual Re-
port  on
Monitoring
the Applica-
tion of EU
Law” was
successfully
a d o p t e d
rounding off
months of
feverish activities and a good amount of preparatory work and
goodwill by the Rapporteur -- Mr. Rolandas Paksas MEP -- who
could not be there and by all the other political forces. PETI Jour-
nal had noticed before that the seeds of a successful adoption were
there and was therefore very happy to register the results. As it has
become customary PJ would also like to offer its warmest and sin-
cerest congratulations to all the MEPs involved. After the voting
the President proceeded to move right on with the next points on
the Agenda, trying to make sure there would be enough time for
the Coordinators’ discussion at the end of the afternoon. 

Point #6, of the Agenda
of the Meeting, was a
very interesting item

and the reason is, at least,
twofold. First off, the petitions
brought forward by Mr./Ms.
B. T. (a British national that
demanded the petitions to be
treated confidentially) were so
precise, cogent and, quite
clearly, rspot on, that the rep-
resentative of the European
Commission could not do

other than coming before the Members and explain how they had
immediately tackled the issue with the relevant authorities in the UK.
Secondly, and PETI Journal can testify that this is not unheard of
but it is certainly a rare occurrence, the pressure brought on the UK
Authorities by the European Commission, in relation to a “No scan,
No flight” policy put in place in all of UK’s airports had actually
been changed, adopting a more plexible one that would offer trav-
ellers the alternative to undergo an old-style “manual” security
screening, without jeopardizing the flight. It could be argued, there-
fore, and that’s precisely the point that PJ makes, that although
there wasn’t much of a debate about the issue, the ground of the pe-
tition was so substantiated that it brought changes of its own and the

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Imbrasos
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Mussa download the relevant files

http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
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Highlights November ... continued

PETI Journal

Members of the Committee on Petitions can only welcome this com-
mendable outcome and a more general trend that would involve bet-
ter, more substantiated petitions, vectors of a gravitas that could not

be refused or declined, thus putting the citizens of the EU more and
more at the centre of a democratic process. Well done! Petitions
closed!

Point # 7 of the Agenda of the Meeting brought centerstage
again the case, debated and scrutinized for a long time already,
which needing to report it in a nutshell makes tha case, amply

verified by now, that native foreign-language teachers in Italian uni-
versities also known as “lettori” [ed. readers] have long been dis-
criminated against as their work, and pay-scale, is not on-par with
those of full-fledged Italian Professors. This occurrence is bad
enough, let alone unfair, in the daily life and month-to-month
stipends but it becomes a real drag as it leads to lower pensions
throughout their retirement. The debate was emotional, as it should
have been, spurring constructive reactions warranting a quick (re)ac-
tion and final outcomes. Mr. David Petrie had a series of very good

exchanges with the Chairperson -- Ms. Erminia Mazzoni MEP, and
with both the representative of the European Commission and Ms
Auken, Mr. Boştinaru and Mr. Paška MEPs. The petitions will be
kept open, as one should, but PETI Journal feels that the atmosphere
of the debate was a good one and remains confident that this proba-
bly be the one debate that will make things progress toward the light
atthe end of the tunnel. The Members of PETI, the petitioners and
the public opinion will be monitoring the European Commission’s
deeds and it is requested of it to raise the issue again with an eye to
finally resolving it. We will report more as developments reach PJ’s
newsroom.

Avery interesting petition followed suit as point #8 of the
Agenda of the Meeting and it compelled the Members,
and the European Commission, to deal with an alleged

breach of the Directive on the recognition of professional qualifi-
cations in Hungary. The debate, introduced by a petitioner’s repre-
sentative -- Ms. Bea Judit Bodrogi -- was rock-solid, intense and

vehement. Members must have shared PETI Journal analysis for
they decided to keep the petition open pending further information
from both the European Commission, whose representative the pe-
titioner and the Members themselves engaged frequently and the pe-
titioner.

Points #9 and 10 of the Agenda of the Meeting were both
concerned with the environment. In one case, petition
1380/2011, Members witnessed a debate on the conservation

of local fauna and flora in connection with the modification of a
development plan for the town of Györ in Hungary. The second
case, or petition 1343/2011, was concerned with alleged breaches
of the Water Framework Directive, the Environmental Liability Di-

rective and the Aarhus Convention in the region of Cadiz (San
Bernabé to be precise). Both petitions were debated at length and
were kept open pending further information from the European
Commission. However, in the first case MEPs decided to also re-
quest an Opinion from ENVI while the second warranted a letter
from th PETI to the Spanish Permanent Representative. 

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms. Göncz, Ms. Auken, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Sandu download the relevant files

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Paška, Ms. Auken, Mr. Boştinaru, Mr. Irazabalbeitia Fer-
nandez, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

In a nutshell

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Lowe download the relevant files

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms.Auken, Mr. Boştinaru, Mr. Paška
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Lowe download the relevant files

http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
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Highlights November ... continued

On the
morn
ing of

the 26 of No-
v e m b e r ,
Members re-
assembled in
Brussels and
breathed life
into the morn-
ing session of
the monthly
meeting. A
rather intense

one, not that PETI has ever had dull moments thus far. The delega-
tion from the joint Oireachtas Committee on Public Service, Over-
sight and Petitions was in attendance and this time around its
Chairman -- Padraig Maclochlainn TD -- had a chance to address
tPETI Members and the his allocution was politically relevant, be-

sides being heat-warming and complimentary of our work. Other
Members of the delegation, it shall be noted, were Sen. Susan O’-
Keeffe, Michael P Kitt TD, Micahel Healy-Rae TD and the secre-
tariat’s staff: Ms. Curley and Ms. Gibbons. The Chairman, and the
MEPs, appreciated and hoped that this would mark the beginning
of a long and fruitful, inter-institutional collaboration. Moving right
along, the Committee went on to deal with point 15 of the Agenda
of the Meeting, a final
consideration of the EU
Citizenship Report
2013, led by Mr. Niko-
laos Salavrakos. All ex-
changes indicated what
PJ already knew and
the excellent work will
find its adoption vote in
the February Commit-
tee, when the excellent
work should have no problem in meeting a very large favor. 

Last item of the evening session, was the petition 847/2011 on
behalf of SID and it turned the spotlight on the continuous
cuts that the European Civil Service is witnessing. The points

raised were interesting and showed a real sense of comittment to the

cause. After a quick excahnge, the Honorable Members decided to
keep the petition open while requesting an Opinion by our sister-
Committee on Budgets (BUDG). As usual, PJ will monitor the issue
and keep you posted on any development.

Point # 16 of the Agenda of the Meeting was called off, to be
considered on the first of the two Demeber Meetings, and next
on the floor was therefore Point # 17, a petition by a French

national -- Didier Malé -- on a landfill site in Bois du Roi, France.
The petition, bearing the number 1441/2012, raised the issue of a
planned landfill in the area of Oise, in Picardie while, Mr. Malé ob-
jects, the area is classified as a ZNIEFF (protected natural area) and
it is in the immediate proximity of a Natura2000 area. A representa-
tive of the petitioner, Mr. Jean-Claue Bocquillon, made the point of
the the petition clearly and a lively and constructive debate devel-

oped between the EC representative, Mr. Carlos Iturgaiz-Angulo
MEP (also on behalf of the colleague Boulland MEP) and Mr. Peter
Jahr MEP. The Committee decided, as it is often the case, that the
European Commission in adhering strictly to the Treaties, lets down
important considerations on the overall legitimacy of certain projects
which, if nothing else, might damage the environment, requiring,
therefore, a higher degree of attention and dedication. It was based
on these concerns, and to a more general oft-invoked “cautionary
principle” that Members decided to keep the petition open, pending
further info from the European Commission.

Point #11 of the Agenda of the Meeting was the considera-
tion of the working document reporting about the Fact-Find-
ing Visit (FFV) to Greece which took place on Sep. 17

through 20, 2013. PETI Journal was quick to notice how the timely
preliminary oral report was positively received and thinks that this
will be another one of those masterful works through which PETI

reinvents itself every now and again. The working document went
down very well and the main solicitors of the petitions were in the
House to reflect even more the feelings of the EU citizen. So far,
so good! In the next few months PJ will be able to follow all of the
phases leading to the adoption of the Report and how it will shine
through right on the top.

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo, Mr. Jahr
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Mussa download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Salavrakos, Ms. Ždanoka, Mr. Becker, Mr. Chountis, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Sandu download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo, Mr. Baldini, Ms. Auken, Mr. Chountis, Mr. Angourakis
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Papasteriadou download the relevant files

In a nutshell

http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://www.flickr.com/photos/peti_eu/
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Highlights from the November Meeting

Point # 18, bundling 5 petitions on the same subject, proved
the first piece de resistance of the meeting, chiefly because
it dealt with the long-standing issue of the identification

and setting up of a new waste treatment site for the large metro-
politan area of Rome (including Vatican City State), and much
of the Lazio Region. The existing landfill of Malagrotta, the
largest one in Europe, is about to reach its maximum capacity
and new solutions need to be singled out to allow a seamless tran-
sition. The issues, eloquently and vehemently put by the petiton-
ers, including several MEP and a Vice-President of the European

Parliament, spurred a lenghty and fruitful debate which identified
several weak links in the procedures put in place and a number
of choices, seemingly going against the grain of independent En-
vironmental Impact Assessments (EIA). PETI Journal is always
happy to report about petitions with a large impact because it was
noticed, over and over again, that these are the cases when usually
Members rise to the occasion and take bold steps to risolve bold is-
sues. This case was no exception and Members decided to keep the
petition open and, while waiting for a more informed analysis by the
European Commission, to invite relevant Commissioner -- Mr. Janez
Potočnik -- to come to the Committee to discuss the issue at hand.

Last but especially not least on the Agenda of the Meeting,
The Committee devoted some quality time, and a very sensi-
ble debate, to the new European Ombudsman: Ms. Emily

O’Reilly. Her first visit to the Petitions Committee was intense and
pleasant and allowed the Chairperson -- Ms. Erminia Mazzoni -- to
engage with Ms. O’Reilly, and viceversa, in proficuous ways. Ms.
O’Reilly main task was to present her Special Report on a complaint
related to FRONTEX (the EU Agency for Border management). The
conclusions of the European Ombudsman, who shall be added ex-

plicitly laid on the table a very thorough Report and showed the level
of dedication she is capable of, sparked a very engaged debate and
Members from very different political persuasions expressed their
views paving the way for the very fitting conclusions the Committee
agreed upon. Members decided, in fact, to apply an urgent-matter
procedure to a number of petitions centering on immigration issues,
chiefly about a small island off the coast of Sicily, Isle of Lampedusa,
which increasingly acts as a port of entry to the EU without neces-
sarily having the means to properly handle the immigration flux.

The November meeting ended with the secretariat’s proposals to close a number of petitions in the light of the European
Commission’s written reply and/or other documents received. All of the proposals were approved except for points # 25; 27;
28; 41 (the Agenda of the Meeting can be downloaded here) which will be kept open for further enquiry.

Point # 19 on the Agenda of the Meeting brought to the
forefront petition 51/2013 on the approval of projects in-
volving the extraction, storage and transport of natural gas

in Doñana (Huelva), an otherwise Natura2000 network area. Pe-
titioner pointed out what they believed to be numerous infringe-
ments on EU environmental legislation and they seemed to have

carried out rather extensive and analytical Environmental Impact
Assessments of their own that warranted more attention to the
cause presented. Members after a reasoned debate including all
political points of view decided to keep the petition open pending
further information from the European Commission

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo, Mr. Irazabalbeitia Fernandez, Mr.
Yáñez Barnuevo Garcia
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Schonard download the relevant files

In a nutshell

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms. Auken, Ms. Merkies, Ms. Angelilli, Mr. Antoniozzi
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Mussa download the relevant files

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms. Göncz, Ms. Ždanoka, Mr. Higgins, Mr. Murphy
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k15Y7
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
http://bit.ly/17k19qG
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Highlights from the December I Meeting

Point #
10 of
t h e

Agenda of the
Meeting was
next on the
platform, rais-
ing attention
to petition
1873/2012 by
Mr. Rolf
Weber, a Ger-
man national.
Mr. Weber, a

German farmer, based the petition on his own personal experience
as his authorization to cultivate land in France was rejected by
French authorities on the grounds of his age (ed: he was 61at the
time) thus committing an age-based discrimination, is argued. The

European Commission’s representative, lacking that emphatatic side
that so often prevents it from really connecting, communicating and
engaging with the European citizen, obdurately gave one of its very
formal reply that, time and again, make Members react bitterly as
they feel no cooperation in addressing the issues. In this case Mr.
Jahr and Mr. Boştinaru grew wary of the Commission’s reply and
urged it to take the implementation of the Treaties more seriously.
They also reminded the European Commissione about the private
nature of the buyer-seller relationship at hand, urging it to reconsider
its position. Clearly
MEPs decided to keep
the petition open, there-
fore, and while waiting
the reconsideration of
the Commission’s posi-
tion, PETI also decided
to address a letter to the
French authorities.

The December meeting, the last December of this VII Leg-
islature, had a jolly calendar spreading the usual two con-
secutive meetings into two half-day meetings at both ends

of the month: Dynamic as ever. The first point on the Agenda of
the Meeting was also the hotest debate and our readers will ex-
cuse PETI Journal for gliding through it without getting too worked
up about it. Democracies, granting every right to personal and mi-

nority opinions and points of view, needed a resolution provided by
the vote that during this meeting, and debate, was set for the follow-
ing December session, what it became affectionately called Decem-
ber II meeting. And in the respect of this position and of others
debates angles on the whole issue, MEPs took a vote and it became
clear that there was a majority approving of this outcome.

Achange of order in the planned Agenda meant that Peti-
tion 338/2012 by a Greek national, Mr. Georgios Floras,
would be the next up. The issue raised, touched a raw

nerve and, as it was not the first time that Memebers heard of al-
leged breaches of Competition Law, was immediately ridden by
both EPP and S&D whereby two vehement pleas to the European
Commission were voiced by the respective Coordinators -- Mr.
Peter Jahr and Mr. Victor Boştinaru. The petitioner, who was
present to the proceedings outlined the ways in which the Hel-
lenic Competition Commission (HCC), and the Directorate Gen-
eral for Competition, handle cases ot cartelization. On the one
hand Mr. Floras argues that the evidence used to “investigate”
the case are rather shallow and superficial and would not provide

enough ground to conlude whether two or more companies act
together as a “cartel” and on the other hand hints at less than clear
links and connections. The petitioner draws attention to the fact
that these same circumstances, used as an example, are at the
basis of a case on “cartel” activity in the Greek foreign-language
book market, of which the petitioner was an interested party and
actor. The European Commission’s representative rendered one
of those soulless, non-conclusive platitudes that it is known for
every now and then, thus attracting the Members risolute decision
to keep the petition open while waiting for a more complete and
coherent reply, in writing, from the EC, for the Committee to act
upon.

Debate on the petition 1358/2011 on fruit flies (Drosophila
melanogaster) is what makes the work in the Petitions
Committee always exciting, never dull and diverse enough

to engage with citizens from all walks of life. The case, signed by

several Professors of Biochemistry (including Nobel Prize laure-
ates) point the finger at those characteristic “catch 22” situations so
often associated with high levels of bureaucracy detached from re-
ality and real-life concerns. The story is easily resumed by saying

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Jahr, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Salavrakos, Mr. Jahr, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Papasteriadou download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms. Irazalbeitia Fernández, Ms. Ždanoka, Mr. Boulland, Mr. Millán
Mon, Mr. Sánchez Presedo, Mr. Meyer, Ms. Werthmann, Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Lowe download the relevant files

In a nutshell

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dv/1011/1011335/1011335en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dv/1011/1011335/1011335en.pdf
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Highlights from the December I Meeting
that flocks of fruit flies bred in
completely sterile laboratories for
medical and biochemical research
purposes, being subjected to Di-
rective 91/496/EEC must undergo
border checks which simply de-
stroy or pollute the purity of the
fruit flies, making them unfor for
research. Ah, the complex world

we live in! The debate was very interesting and the Committe after
having thanked profusely our sister-Committee AGRI for its Opin-
ion on the subject decided to keep the petition open and to address
a letter to the SANCO Commissioner, containing AGRI’s Opinion
and urging him to take urgent measures derogating from the existing
legislation without having to wait for new one to be put in place. A
very informative debate which PETI Journal strongly suggest our
readers to go and check through our web-streaming pages on the
Europarl website.

Point # 8 of the Agenda of the Meeting deals with an issue
already discussed before th Honorable Members of the Pe-
titions’ Committee. Mr. Aguado Laza, a Spanish national,

on behalf of the ASAJA (an Association of Valencian farmers)
raised two points of order. On the one hand he calls for the rein-
statement of plant health products withdrawn from the market by
the EU, arguing that some of thos eproducts would play an emi-
nent role in containing the new pests emerging within the EU it-
self, while on the other hand asking the competent authorities to
assess properly the principle of import tolerance (contained in

Regulation 396/2005). They are afraid ut is not fair to the EU
farmers, because some of the products banned in the EU could be
indeed used abroad, resulting in potential unfair competition.
Members listened carefully and decided to keep the petition open
while approving of the European Commission’s decision to ad-
dress a written position to the Committee on Petitions which will
then share it with the petitioner and his associates. Common
sense, it may be, but one that is very welcome on many, many oc-
casions.

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Paliadeli, Mr. Boştinaru, Mr. Iturgaíz Angulo
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Schonard download the relevant files

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Paliadeli, Mr. Watson
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Sandu download the relevant files

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Paliadeli, Mr. Wałęsa, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Lowe download the relevant files

Penultimate issue to be discussed on this December I
Agenda, is petition 1236/2011 by a British national, Mr.
Michael Rolfe, who brought on the floor his distress, and

that of so many others that the Committee handled over the last
few years. The petitioner referred the enourmous difficulties that
British house owners in Cyprus have encountered with national
authorities and to be somewhat considered on equal footing with
Cypriot citizens.Technicaly deficient properties, endagering

health and safety of the occupant, a perceived nationality-based
discrimination in the Cypriot national courts and other emotional
accounts of hard knocks and adversity did not leave Members un-
touched and it was then decided to keep the petition open while
addressing a letter to Commissioner Borg, inviting him to raise
the matter with Cypriot counterparts. and to Cyprus’ national au-
thorities (namely the Ministry of Interior) inquiring about the al-
legations raised by the petitioner.

Last point debated by the Committee on Petitions in this first
December session, was the 2013 Annual report on
PETUI’s own Activities. It was a first exchange of views

and it was introduced by a very energetic Rapporteur, Mr.
Jaroslaw Leszek Wałęsa. PETI Journal, based on its own experi-
ence on the ground, sees this as the last, powerful Report coming out

of PETI during this VII Legislature. The commentaries coming from
all sides of the political spectrum seem to confirm this analysis and
more details will presente themselves as the discussions will march
on, trying to make sure that the timetable be respected and that it
would eventually land in Plenary in time for its last session before
the European elections.

The December I meeting ended with the secretariat’s proposals to close a number of petitions in the light of the European
Commission’s written reply and/or other documents received. All of the proposals were approved except for points # 15 and
16 (the Agenda of the Meeting can be downloaded here) which will be kept open for further enquiry.

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Wieland, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Heezen download the relevant files

In a nutshell

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dv/1011/1011335/1011335en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dv/1011/1011335/1011335en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131205_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dv/1011/1011335/1011335en.pdf
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Highlights from the December II Meeting

Point # 15, or petition 1375/2013, on safeguarding Italian
provincial system, came on the floor. The petitioner -- Mr.

Giuseppe Lamparelli
-- sent a note before
the meeting which
was both distributed
and read out and it ba-
sically calls for the
European Institutions
to intervene and
upend the projected

abolition of the provincial Institutions throughout Italy, based on
the articles 1; 2; 6; 7; 8; 20; 21; 41 of the European Convention on
Human Rights. The case must obviously be very much felt in Italy
and the Members found that a valid course of action would be to
keep the petition open, inquire with the European Commission
about this institutional reorganization in Italy and at the same time
sending the whole dossier to the Committee of the Regions, a con-
sultive body which thanks to its vocation to be local, could provide
relevant information and/or advice on the issue at hand.

The last
meet-
ing of

2013 was for
PETI another
occasion to
listen to what
citizens tell
us. And it did
so with gusto.
The half-day

slot detracted from the quantity but not the quality of the attention
warranted to the petitions and their worries. The public proceed-
ings, starting at the end of the Coordinators’ meeting, saw the
President thanking the Members, the petitioners in attendance,
the guests, such as FRONTEX Executive Director Mr. Ilkka
Laitinen, and went on to proivde a quick recap of the decision
that had been taken and the issues discussed by the Coordinators,
before launching into the first issue of the Agenda of Meeting,
which time around also happened to be the “pièce de resistance”
with its very emotional implication.

The first debate on the floor bundled together several, all re-
lated, point of the Agenda. Points # 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12 and
13 were all dealt under the magnifying glass of the immigra-

tion policy of the Euroean Union,or lack thereof. Hot on the heels
of the Special FRONTEX Report presented by European Ombuds-
man -- Ms. Emily O’Reilly -- just one month before, the Committee
decided to invite FRONTEX Executive Director, thus enbaling a true
well-rounded discussion that would leave no stone unturned. The
signatory of petition 2091/2013 -- Mr. Emiliano Fratello -- gace a
very moving and inspirtational testimony of things happening in the
domain of immigartion, especially as it related to the Lampedusa sit-
uation -- a small island off the coast of Sicily. The European Com-
mission’s representative, when taking the floor, immediately stated

that the Commission is aware of the matter and informed the public
that a public consultation is currently under way. The Director of
FRONTEX also wanted to go on record saying that the Agency only
received half of the money it required to effectively run its operations
and that in any event, FRONTEX would only be the coordinator of
the operations which rest entirely on the Member-States. MEPs and
obeservers alike were quick to realize that, on top of it all, the fact
that the Member-States who are first port of entry to the EU are not
well-heeled these days does not help either. Members therefore de-
cided to take it onto themselves to find ways for the Parliament to
act and intervene in this policy-making time and tasked the Coordi-
nators with finding avenues to deal with this matter and to suggest
concrete strategies of action to be deployed! 

Not for the first time, Roşia Montana and its raw material ex-
ploitation (ed: goldmine) project, graced the floor of the
Committee. The Committee on Petitions welcomes period-

ical feedback and this was no exception. Members learned that the
evolution of the project, and its active pursueing, slowed down a
notch but plans were not discarded altogether and citizens remain
wary that events could precipitate, opening up to some cunning

swift action. The view of the European Commission remained that
no breach of legislation can be identified at this moment, in the case
at hand, as no permit for the commencement of operations has been
issued, nor has there been any Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) produced thus far. Members discussed the petition anyhow
and decided to keep it open while requesting an acute sense of al-
terness of the European Commission.

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Irazabalbeitia Fernandez, Mr. Boştinaru, Ms. Auken, Mr. Jahr
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Mussa download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Meyer, Mr. Angourakis, Mr. Salavrakos, Mr. Jahr, Mr. Boştinaru
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Mussa download the relevant files

In a nutshell

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Boştinaru, Mr. Helmer, Ms. Auken, Mr. Angourakis
Responsible Administrator: Ms. Sandu download the relevant files

In a nutshell

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/activities/committees/homeCom.do?language=EN&body=PETI
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131216_1500.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131216_1500.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131216_1500.htm
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Two petitions, 298/2012 and 1005/2012, on the construction
of a gas production plant in Romainville, France, kept the
Members busy on this penultimate point of the Agenda to

be discussed during this second meeting of December. The plant,
acording to the petitioners, would be a mere two kilometers away
from the Paris city limits and it poses serious health risks for the
people living in the highly inhabitated area. The civil society, one
fot he petitioners is indeed signed by an association as a matter
of fact, are very vocal about the risks and active toward the proper
assessment of this project and its consequences. According to the

European Commission’s representative the project, in its current
incarnation, has been already greatly downsized and changed
since the inception of the petition and its permit scheme has been
reviewed. Furthermore, the European Commission added, the
case is now pending before a national Tribunal and a ruling is ex-
pected in June 2014, thus posing the whole procedure on some
sort of a pause. The Members decided to keep the petition open
and requested the utmost vigilance to the European Commission,
inviting it to update PETI of each and every development the case
may have in the future.

The last point on the Agenda of the Meeting before the hol-
iday break saw the Committee adopting its Report on the
Fact-Finding Visit to Galicia. Our loyal readers know well

the story of this Report and the obstacles that came in its way.
One cannot expect every single Report or action to go down well
in extreme conciliation with all parts and when this happen, mod-
ern democracies have voting as the tool of choice to assess the
sentiment of a majority, which of course does not detract or di-
minish the legitimacy of minorities’ positions. PETI Journal’s
mission is not to provide the hagiography of PETI’s works and/or of
its Members and therefore suggests to go and check the webstreamed
proceedings of the meetings to witness positiong and the nature of

the debate. What PJ will go on record saying, instead, is that the
Committee Members took the vote very seriously and a very thor-
ough, correct and analytical vote ensued setting the bar very high for
the involvement of the secretariat, Committee Bureau, Coordinators
and Members. At the end of the proceedings, a very large majority
enabled the Committee to adopt the Report, providing closure for a
number of pending issues that depended on the conclusions and rec-
ommendations thereby contained. As it is customary, by now, PJ
pays its compliments to the Rapporteur, Mr. Philippe Boulland
MEP, and wishes that future occurrences may find solace and advice
out of this case.

In a nutshell Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Ms. Ždanoka, Mr. Irazabalbeitia Fernandez, Ms. Auken,
Ms. Werthmann
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Lowe download the relevant files

The December II meeting ended with the secretariat’s proposals to close a number of petitions in the light of the European
Commission’s written reply and/or other documents received. All of the proposals were approved except for points # 22 and
27 (the Agenda of the Meeting can be downloaded here) which will be kept open.

Speakers: Ms. Mazzoni, Mr. Jahr
Responsible Administrator: Mr. Mussa download the relevant files

In a nutshell

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131216_1500.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/oj/1012/1012803/1012803en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/oj/1012/1012803/1012803en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/peti/peti_20131216_1500.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/oj/1012/1012803/1012803en.pdf
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